5G network is a heterogeneous large-scale network. Cognitive Radio (CR) technology can be used to realize selection based on the communication time, communication resources, and communication requirement so as to improve the system performance of the whole communication system. Cognitive Radio (CR) system based on wavelet packet owns better flexibility and bandwidth efficiency. The optimal wavelet packet filter optimization algorithm is proposed in the paper for guaranteeing un-licensed user's (un-LU) data transmission rate and optimizing the performance of system. The intelligent search algorithm is used to obtain the optimal wavelet filter. The simulation results show that the Intercarrier Interference (ICI) and bit error rate (BER) performance of the new optimal wavelet filter algorithm without sacrificing any un-LU's subcarriers is better than other three masking subcarriers algorithms.
Introduction
The demand of various services on APP and network terminals is increasing with the continuous popularization of new network intelligent terminals. The future wireless network energy efficiency and spectrum resources utilization need to be improved urgently [1] . In the research process of 5G, some traditional communication performance indicators (such as the utilization of spectrum resources and the data capacity of the network system) should be improved much more. And the interference caused in the communication process should be further reduced [2, 3] . As one of the key candidate technologies of 5G communication technology, Cognitive Radio (CR) technology has great advantages in improving communication efficiency and the utilization of spectrum resources. As a very effective application model, the spectrum pooling (SP) can merge the spectrum of different users (military, cluster wireless communications, etc.) into a public spectrum resources pooling. The demand for this spectrum allocation model is shown in the literatures [4] . The unlicensed users (un-LU) can rent spectrum resources which are temporarily not used by LU from the public spectrum pooling [5] . The key of SP is to ensure all kinds of un-LU cannot influence the LU's communication when the un-LU accesses current idle resources. The LU need not change their software and hardware to adapt to the emergence of un-LU.
In the traditional SP system based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), the sidelobe interference of OFDM signal leads to huge power spectrum out of band radiation power of SP. The SP system modulates and demodulates orthogonal signals by IFFT/FFT operation that can cause serious mutual interference between the LU and un-LU [6] . Wavelet Packet Modulation (WPM) uses wavelet packet basis to modulate the signals. It can improve the bandwidth utilization and reduce the sidelobe interference because it does not need the cyclic prefix and pilot. It has many advantages, such as intersymbol interference, interchannel interference, high spectrum utilization, and high secrecy. So, CR system based on wavelet packet owns better flexibility and bandwidth efficiency [7, 8] . Murroni, Maurizio also proposed a robust multirate modulation algorithm for Cognitive Radio communications [9] . The two parameters need to be focused on all the time for all CR technologies. The first is the guarantee of high reliable communication quality. The other is to ensure the maximum utilization of spectrum resources at any time. In order to ensure and improve the communication quality of LU, researching the optimizing algorithms of SP based on WPM to suppress interferences is very meaningful. The traditional interferences suppression method deactivated the adjacent subcarriers of LU. This method is simple, but the transmission bandwidth of un-LU is wasted [10] . For reducing wasting the transmission bandwidth of un-LU, the optimal deactivated subcarriers algorithm is proposed. It can locate the maximum ICI subcarriers and choose to deactivate them according to the data transmission rate requirement of LU [11] . The machine learning algorithm also is designed to obtain the optimal interference subcarriers. Masking the optimal interference subcarriers can suppress ICI [12] . All these three algorithms realize ICI suppression by sacrificing the bandwidth of the un-LU. In order to improve the spectrum utilization, a new SP system optimization algorithm based on optimal wavelet filter is proposed in the paper. It can suppress ICI and optimize performance of SP without wasting any bandwidth of un-LU.
The paper is organized as follows: the system model is provided in Section 2; in Section 3, the system optimizing algorithm is proposed; the simulation results are described in Section 4; Section 5 concludes the paper.
The System Model
The whole SP is designed as a WPM system. The spectrum of LU matches with the integer times of the WPM system's subcarrier interval. The SP resources can be used and controlled according to the advantages of WPM flexibly. There are several LU. The un-LU and all users can cross exist and make full use of all spectrum bands. During communication, the whole system communication environment needs to be detected. The occupation of each frequency point can be obtained. The idle subcarriers are expressed by vector "0". The occupied frequency point is described as vector "1". A detailed frequency occupation map can be obtained. The un-LU can utilize all the spectrum resources with vector "0".
The interference of SP based on WPM is caused because the orthogonality of the LU and un-LU is destructed. In the SP, the average ICI energy which influences subcarrier of LU can be deduced as [10] 
System Optimizing Algorithm Design

The Wavelet Packet Tree Structure.
For wavelet packet modulation, the wavelet packet modulation tree structure has diversity with certain level . The number of wavelet packet modulation tree structure approximates to the increase of the 2 power with modulation lever increasing [13] . Table 1 provides the number of possible tree structures with different modulation levers. There are 26 wavelet packet modulation structures with = 3. Figure 1 gives the full tree wavelet packet modulation structure with = 3. The other modulation tree structures are called the unfull tree structures or the pruning structures of full tree structure. Each wavelet packet tree structure corresponds to a wavelet filter structure. It is shown that the average ICI energy produced by the wavelet filters with different structures is also different from formula (1) . The target of optimizing the SP performance can be achieved if the wavelet filter which produces the minimum average ICI energy can be found. 
Optimizing Algorithm Design.
For obtaining the wavelet filter with minimum average ICI energy, the Tabu search algorithm is used in the paper to find the optimal wavelet filter. Tabu search algorithm is a metaheuristic random search algorithm. It starts from an initial feasible solution and chooses a series of specific search directions (moving) as a trial. In order to avoid falling into local optimum, Tabu search adopts a flexible "memory" technology to record and select the optimization process that has been carried out and guide the next search direction. In order to find the "global optimal solution", we should not stick to a particular region. The disadvantage of local search is that it is too greedy to search a local area and its neighborhood. Tabu search is to find a part of the local optimal solution, consciously avoiding it (but not completely isolated), so as to obtain more search intervals [14] . The optimal wavelet filter utilized to modulate SP signal can suppress multiusers' interference effectively and improve the performance of SP without sacrificing any transmission bandwidth of un-LU. Figure 2 is the flowchart of the algorithm.
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The complexity of algorithm is ( 2 ). 
Simulation Results
Simulation
Simulation Scene 2.
The algorithm initial values proposed in the paper are set as follows:
Db(6) wavelet and QPSK are used to modulate signals. The number of LU's subcarrier is 128 and the number of un-LU's subcarrier is 32. The maximum value of wavelet filter level is 10. The number of iterations is 500 and the Tabu length is 8. The modulation filter of the masking subcarrier algorithm uses a wavelet filter of the Mallat structure (the 0-31 nodes of the 5 level filter are selected to organize the wavelet filter).
To simulate we use the two path wireless channel model as the wireless channel environment. The impulse response of channel is defined as follows [12] :
where is a positive integer; it represents additional delay of channel and is normalized as symbol period. 1 is the random phase, and the range of 1 is [0, 2 ).
Simulation Results and Analysis.
In the simulation scene 1, the optimal wavelet filter structure is obtained by using optimization algorithm to choose optimal wavelet filter. The nodes of the optimal wavelet filter include (4,0) (4,1)(5,4)(5,5)(5,6)(5,7)(2,1)(4,8)(4,9)(3,5)(4,12)(4,13) (5, 28)(5,29)(5,30)(5,31). The ICI energy of system using our optimization algorithm is compared with deactivating the adjacent subcarriers algorithm [10] , the optimal deactivated subcarriers algorithm [11] , and the ICI suppression algorithm based on genetic algorithm (GA) [12] in Figure 3 . It is shown that these masking subcarriers algorithms and our optimal wavelet filter algorithm all can reduce the ICI energy of system and the ICI energy is decreased with the number of masked subcarriers increasing. From Figure 3 , the ICI suppression effect of our new optimal wavelet filter algorithm is better than other three masking subcarriers algorithms with masking 2 un-LU's subcarriers. That means the ICI performance of new optimization algorithm without sacrificing un-LU's bandwidth is better than the other three masking subcarriers algorithms with the 12.5% transmission bandwidth of un-LU wasted. The ICI suppression effect of GA with masking 4 un-LU's subcarriers is better than the The number of deactivated sub-carriers new optimal wavelet filter algorithm, but the other two algorithms with masking 4 un-LU's subcarriers are still worse than new optimal wavelet filter algorithm. That means the ICI performance of new optimization algorithm without sacrificing un-LU's bandwidth is better than deactivating the adjacent subcarriers algorithm and the optimal deactivated subcarriers algorithm with the 25% transmission bandwidth of un-LU wasted.
In the simulation scene 2, the optimal wavelet filter structure is obtained by using optimization algorithm to choose optimal wavelet filter. The nodes of the optimal wavelet filter include (5,31)(5,30)(6,59)(6,58)(6,57)(6,56)(5, 27)(5,26)(4,12)(2,2) (6,31)(6,30)(6,29)(6,28)(6,27)(6,26)(5,12) (6,23)(6,22)(6,21)(6,20)(4,4)(3,1)(6,7) (6,6)(6,5)(7,9)(7,8)(5, 1)(6,26) (7,3)(7,2)(6,0). The ICI energy of system using our optimization algorithm is compared with deactivating the adjacent subcarriers algorithm [10] , the optimal deactivated subcarriers algorithm [11] , and the ICI suppression algorithm based on GA [12] in Figure 4 . It is shown that these masking subcarriers algorithms and our optimal wavelet filter algorithm all can reduce the ICI energy of system and the ICI energy is decreased with the number of masked subcarriers increasing. From Figure 4 , the ICI suppression effect of our new optimal wavelet filter algorithm is better than other three masking subcarriers algorithms with masking 4 un-LU's subcarriers. That means the ICI performance of new optimization algorithm without sacrificing un-LU's bandwidth is better than the other three masking subcarriers algorithms with the 12.5% transmission bandwidth of un-LU wasted. The ICI suppression effect of three masking The number of deactivated sub-carriers subcarrier algorithms with masking 6 un-LU's subcarriers is little better than the new optimal wavelet filter algorithm. But the advantage of new optimal wavelet filter algorithm proposed in the paper does not need to sacrifice any bandwidth of un-LU. For scene 1, the BER performance of system using our optimization algorithm is compared with deactivating the adjacent subcarriers algorithm [10] , the optimal deactivated subcarriers algorithm [11] , and the ICI suppression algorithm based on GA [12] with 4 subcarriers masked in Figure 5 . It is shown that the BER performance of the new optimal wavelet filter algorithm without sacrificing any un-LU's subcarriers is better than other three masking subcarriers algorithms with 4 subcarriers of un-LU wasted.
For scene 2, the BER performance of system using our optimization algorithm is compared with deactivating the adjacent subcarriers algorithm [10] , the optimal deactivated subcarriers algorithm [11] , and the ICI suppression algorithm based on GA [12] with 6 subcarriers masked in Figure 6 . It is shown that the BER performance of the new optimal wavelet filter algorithm without sacrificing any un-LU's subcarriers is better than the other three masking subcarriers algorithms with 6 subcarriers of un-LU wasted.
From the simulation results above, it is shown that the previous three algorithms can also optimize the ICI performance of CR, but these need to waste much more un-LU's subcarriers. But the optimization algorithm proposed in the paper can suppress the system ICI effectively and improve the system BER performance without sacrificing any bandwidth of un-LU. 
Conclusions
5G network infrastructure will realize technological innovation and reform. The software radio network (SDN) and the network function virtualization (NFV) are used in the infrastructure platform of 5G network architecture. The CR based on wavelet owns better flexibility and bandwidth efficiency. The optimal wavelet filter algorithm is proposed in the paper. It is based on an intelligent search algorithm. The new optimization algorithm can not only guarantee communication data transmission rate of un-LU but also suppress the ICI of CR. In the future, 5G communication technology will eventually achieve a universal terminal and the more efficient CR technologies will decide which communication technology can be used in the terminal flexibly. So, more flexible CR technologies should be researched next.
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